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Abstract
We investigate what quantum advantages can be obtained in multipartite non-cooperative games

by studying how different types of quantum resources can improve social welfare, a measure of the
quality of a Nash equilibrium. We study how these advantages in quantum social welfare depend
on the bias of the game, and improve upon the separation that was previously obtained using
pseudo-telepathic strategies.

Two different quantum settings are analysed: a first, in which players are given direct access
to an entangled quantum state, and a second, which we introduce here, in which they are only
given classical advice obtained from quantum devices. For a given game G, these two settings
give rise to different equilibria characterised by the sets of equilibrium correlations Qcorr(G) and
Q(G), respectively. We show that Q(G) ⊆ Qcorr(G) and, by considering explicit example games and
exploiting SDP optimisation methods, provide indications of a strict separation between the social
welfare attainable in the two settings. This provides a new angle towards understanding the limits
and advantages of delegating quantum measurements.
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1 Introduction

Nonlocality [9] is a fascinating phenomenon in quantum mechanics first pinpointed by Bell
with his famous inequalities [5] which are always satisfied by correlations that satisfy a
property of local causality (such as those obtainable in classical physics), but which can be
violated by quantum correlations. This nonlocality also has interesting consequences in the
context of games of incomplete information involving several players. In such a game, several
players each receive an input unknown to the others and then produce an output by following
a strategy. This output is combined with those of the others, and the resulting answer is
accepted if and only if it satisfies some specific winning conditions of the game. Perhaps the
most famous example of such a game is the CHSH game [10], a cooperative game where two
players sharing an entangled quantum state can achieve a higher probability of winning than
with any shared classical resource (but without communicating), making a direct link with
Bell’s inequalities. In some games, known as pseudo-telepathic games [7], quantum resources
even allow for a winning probability of one, while no classical resource guarantees a win.

On the other hand, non-cooperative games, also called conflicting interest games, have
been extensively studied for their many applications, particularly in economy [18]. In these
games, each player has an individual payoff function, rewarding them depending on their
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2 Improving social welfare in non-cooperative games with different quantum resources

behaviour and that of the others. A central concept in these games is the notion of Nash
equilibria, where no player has an incentive to deviate from their strategy. One way to
evaluate an equilibrium is to consider the mean (or total) payoff of the players, which is often
referred to as its social welfare. As with cooperative games, quantum entanglement can be
exploited to give more strategies and better equilibria in terms of social welfare [20, 21].

Less studied, until recently, are non-cooperative multipartite games (involving more than
two players) with access to quantum resources [3]. In such settings, the phenomena of
entanglement and nonlocality are somewhat more complex [13, 9], and it was shown that
there exist three-player games where nonlocal resources again provide advantages [6]. In a
recent work it was proved that by using pseudo-telepathic solutions on graph games and by
allowing for multiple repetitions, it is possible to create an unbounded separation between
classical and quantum social welfare [12].

Shared quantum states are just one example of an extra resource or advice that one
may see as being distributed amongst the players by a trusted mediator. Indeed, even in
the classical study of such games, various works have looked at the capabilities afforded
by providing correlated advice to the players by providing them, for instance, with shared
random variables [4], belief-invariant advice [14, 17], or the capability to communicate
through the mediator [3].

As non-cooperative games are a very efficient way to represent and explain real life
situations such as traffic flow [22], and because there exists a potentially unlimited sep-
aration between the quantum and the classical situation [12], a better understanding of
non-cooperative multipartite games with different possible uses of quantum resources may
help to find new practical applications for quantum information theory.

In this paper we study two different types of quantum advice in non-cooperative games:
shared quantum states, as introduced and analysed in [3], and quantum correlations, cor-
responding to the case where players have only classical access to quantum correlations,
either directly via a trusted mediator (who prepares and measures a distributed quantum
state) or through black-box measuring devices provided to them by the mediator. These
two situations induce, for any given game G, two sets of equilibrium correlations Q(G) and
Qcorr(G), respectively, which fully characterise the equilibria of both settings. We study the
relation between these sets, showing that Q(G) ⊆ Qcorr(G) and providing strong evidence
that, for certain games, the inclusion may be strict. We compare the quality (in terms
of social welfare) of the equilibria of these two quantum settings, using techniques from
semidefinite programming to place upper and lower bounds on the achievable social welfare.
Our results suggest, perhaps counterintuitively, that players can reach better equilibria when
they do not have the freedom that comes with each having full access to their own quantum
device. On the way, we show that relaxing the pseudo-telepathic constraints in some games
allows the players to reach higher social welfare, meaning that they can win more if they
accept to lose in some rounds of the game.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definition of non-cooperative
multipartite binary games as well as the notions of equilibria and correlated advice. In
Section 3 we introduce quantum equilibria as described by [3], corresponding to situations
where players share an entangled quantum state, before introducing the new class of quantum
correlated advice we study in Section 4. In Section 5 we study the general relationship between
these settings, Finally, in Section 6 we compare in detail three families of non-cooperative
games, investigating the social welfare attainable in different settings.
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Question
t1t2t3t4t5

Winning condition

10000 a5 ⊕ a1 ⊕ a2 = 0
01000 a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 = 0
00100 a2 ⊕ a3 ⊕ a4 = 0
00010 a3 ⊕ a4 ⊕ a5 = 0
00001 a4 ⊕ a5 ⊕ a1 = 0
11111 a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 ⊕ a4 ⊕ a5 = 1
Table 1 Winning conditions for the

NC00(C5) family of games.

Question
t1t2t3t4t5

Winning condition

10100 a5 ⊕ a1 ⊕ a2 = 0
01010 a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 = 0
00101 a2 ⊕ a3 ⊕ a4 = 0
10010 a3 ⊕ a4 ⊕ a5 = 0
01001 a4 ⊕ a5 ⊕ a1 = 0
11111 a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 ⊕ a4 ⊕ a5 = 1
Table 2 Winning conditions for the

NC01(C5) family of games.

2 Non-cooperative games and quantum equilibria

2.1 Non-cooperative multipartite games

In an n-player multipartite gameG, each player i receives a type ti from a question t = t1 . . . tn,
and follows a strategy to produces an output ai. The outputs are aggregated to form the
answer a = a1 . . . an, and each player receives a payoff depending on the question and answer.
More formally:

▶ Definition 1. An n player non-cooperative binary game is defined by a set of valid questions
T ⊆ {0, 1}n, a prior probability distribution Π over T (satisfying ∀t ∈ T , Π(t) ≥ 0 and∑

t∈T Π(t) = 1), a set of valid answers A = A1 × · · · × An = {0, 1}n , and an individual
payoff function ui for each player i such that ui(a, t) ∈ R.

Here, we will consider games where the payoff functions have the same form for all players
and are defined from a set of winning input-output pairs W ⊆ A× T as

ui(a, t) =


0 if (a, t) ̸∈ W
v0 if ai = 0 and (a, t) ∈ W
v1 if ai = 1 and (a, t) ∈ W,

(1)

with v0, v1 > 0. Therefore, for a given question t, if two players output the same value they
receive the same payoff. It is the ratio v0/v1 that makes the game non-cooperative: if the
payoff is unbalanced, e.g., if v1 > v0, the players might have an interest in losing some of the
time, if it means answering 1 more often.

As an example, in Tables 1 and 2 we give the winning conditions of two (families of)
5-player games defined in [12], and which we analyse in more detail in Section 6. Theses
games are an adaption of multipartite binary graph games [2] which associate games to
graphs and are based on the C5 cycle graph; NC01(C5) is a symmetrised version of NC00(C5).
Throughout this paper, we will always consider Π to be the uniform distribution on T , so
that the questions are drawn uniformly at random.

In a game, the strategy of a player influences their payoff but also that of other players.
Naturally, each player seeks to maximise their own payoff. Some configurations of strategies
are stable, meaning that no player can increase their payoff by unilaterally deviating from
their strategy, and these configurations are called equilibria. Furthermore, when players are
allowed to coordinate with some correlation or advice, they may reach different equilibria.
In the next section formalise these concepts.
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2.2 Correlated strategies and equilibria
We consider a setting where the players can coordinate their strategies via a shared correlation
C over two sets R = R1 × · · · ×Rn and S = S1 × · · · × Sn. The standard interpretation of
this correlation is that of a trusted mediator communicating with each party. Each party
sends an input bit ri ∈ Ri to the mediator, who computes a correlation C(s1 . . . sn|r1 . . . rn)
before sending back the advice si ∈ Si to each party. Allowing the players to access, through
the mediator, different types of correlations may give them different capabilities to obtain
good equilibria.

We now formalise the notions of strategies and equilibria. Throughout, for any string
t = t1 . . . tn we will use the shorthand notation that t−i = t1 . . . ti−1ti+1 . . . tn and tit−i =
t−iti = t. The simplest type of local strategy a player may use is a pure, or deterministic
strategy.

▶ Definition 2 (Pure strategy). A pure strategy for a player i is given by a pair of functions
fi : Ti → Ri and gi : Ti × Si → Ai, where Ti = {0, 1}, so that T ⊆ T1 × · · · × Tn.

More generally a player my use a probabilistic strategy obtained by mixing pure ones by
marginalising over a set of a latent variables Λi.

▶ Definition 3 (Mixed strategy). A mixed strategy for a player i is given by a probability
distribution πi : Λi → R and two functions fi : Ti × Λi → Ri and gi : Ti × Si × Λi → Ai.

We can now define solutions, which describe the strategies of each player as well as the shared
correlations.

▶ Definition 4 (Solution). A solution is a tuple (f, g, π, C) where π = (π1, . . . , πn), f =
(f1, . . . , fn) and g = (g1, · · · , gn) define the mixed strategy of each player i, and C is the
shared correlation. Then, a solution induces a probability distribution on A× T as

P (a|t) =
∑
λ,s

C(s|f(t, λ))π(λ) δg(t,s,λ),a, (2)

where δ is the Kronecker delta.
Via a slight abuse of notation, we will use (f, g, C) to denote the less general case of

a pure solution, with each player following a pure strategy. The expression of its induced
probability distribution is then simplified to

P (a|t) =
∑

s

C(s|f(t))δg(t,s),a. (3)

Note that different solutions can induce the same probability distribution.

A solution is a Nash equilibrium if no player can improve their payoff by unilaterally
deviating from their strategy. For a player i, a deviation is expressed by the use of a new
mixed strategy. By linearity, however, it is sufficient to verify that for any fixed type ti the
payoff decreases under any deviation to a pure strategy. That is, it is sufficient to check
that it decreases for any alternative input ri sent by the player to the mediator, and any
deterministic function µi : Ti × Si → Ai.

▶ Definition 5 (Nash equilibrium). A solution (f, g, π, C) is a Nash equilibrium for a game
G if for all players i, for all ti, ri and deterministic functions µi : Ti × Si → Ai:∑

t−i,λ,s

ui(g(tit−i, s, λ), tit−i)C(s|f(tit−i, λ))Π(tit−i)π(λ)

≥
∑

t−i,λ,s

ui(µi(ti, si)g−i(t−i, s−i, λ−i), tit−i)C(s|rif−i(t−i, λ−i))Π(tit−i)π(λ), (4)
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where we recall the convention that tit−i = t.

The advantage provided by correlated advice may depend on the characteristics of the
correlation C. Thus, it is natural to distinguish different families of correlations, such as
arbitrary correlations allowing total communication, or local correlations, corresponding to a
random variable shared between the players. These families and others will be introduced
later. For a family of correlations C, we introduce the notion of C-Nash equilibrium.

▶ Definition 6 (C-Nash equilibrium). Let C be a family of correlations and G a game. Then,
a solution (f, g, π, C) is a C-Nash equilibrium for G if and only if it is a Nash equilibrium
for G and C ∈ C.

We furthermore introduce the concept of a canonical solution to simplify the manipulation
of equilibria and ease calculations. The idea is to delegate all the “computation” of a strategy
to the mediator, so that the players send directly their type to the mediator and simply
output the advice they receive in return. Then, without loss of generality, the sets Ti (Ai)
and Ri (resp. Si) can be taken to be identical.

▶ Definition 7 (Canonical solution). Let (f, g, π, C) be a solution and P its induced probability
distribution on A × T as per Eq. (2). Then, the pure solution (idT , idA, P ) is called its
canonical solution, where idT (resp. idA) represents the identity function on T (resp. A).

By definition, a solution and its corresponding canonical solution both induce the same
probability distribution P .
▶ Remark 8. It is important to note that for a generic correlation family C, the canonical
form (idT , idA, P ) of a C-Nash equilibrium is not necessarily a C-Nash equilibrium itself.
Indeed, P is not necessarily included in C, which is required by Definition 6.

The conditions for a canonical solution to be a Nash equilibrium can be simplified using
the facts that it is a pure solution and that we can identify each Ti with Ri and Ai with Si.

▶ Proposition 9. A canonical solution (idT , idA, P ) is a Nash equilibrium for a game G, if
and only if for all players i, all ti, ri, and all deterministic functions µi : Ti ×Ai → Ai:∑

t−i,a

ui(a, tit−i)P (a|tit−i)Π(tit−i) ≥
∑
t−i,a

ui(µi(ti, ai)a−i, tit−i)P (a|rit−i)Π(tit−i). (5)

A standard way to compare different equilibria is to consider the mean or total payoff
of all the players [15] (we consider here the former measure). This quantity is called the
social welfare, and is obtained by considering the induced probability distribution of a given
solution.

▶ Definition 10 (Social welfare). For a game G, the social welfare of a solution (f, g, π, C)
is defined as a function of its induced probability distribution P by:

SWG(P ) = 1
n

∑
i

∑
a,t

ui(a, t)P (a|t)Π(t). (6)

Throughout the paper, we will speak interchangeably of the social welfare of a solution or of
a probability distribution, implying in the later case that there exists a solution inducing the
probability distribution.

Note that two solutions inducing the same probability distribution therefore have the
same social welfare. This is notably the case for a solution and its canonical form.
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2.3 Different types of correlations
For a game G, the equilibria that players can access depend on the type of correlations they
can share. Here we present different families of correlations, and for a family C, we associate
to its set of C-Nash equilibria a corresponding set of induced equilibrium correlations.

▶ Definition 11 (Set of induced equilibrium correlations). For a correlation family C, the set
of induced equilibrium correlations is defined as the set of probability distributions

{P : there exists a C-Nash equilibrium (f, g, π, C) inducing P as per Eq. (2)}. (7)

Because the social welfare of a solution is characterised by its induced probability distribution,
these sets are useful to compare the different types of advice and the quality of equilibria
they allow one to reach.

The first set of correlations introduced corresponds to a situation where the advice carries
no information. Said otherwise, when it can be factorised as a product of n-uncorrelated
local distributions Li.

▶ Definition 12 (Factorisable correlations). A factorisable correlation C is a probability
distribution that can be written

C(s|r) = L1(s1|r1) · · ·Ln(sn|rn). (8)

As such, the correlated advice can be absorbed into each player’s local strategy and this
situation is equivalent to a setting without correlated advice. The equilibria obtained are the
basic Nash equilibria and the corresponding induced equilibrium correlations are denoted,
for a given game G, Nash(G).

The situation where players can share a correlated random variable, corresponds to a
family of correlations called local correlations.

▶ Definition 13 (Local correlations). A local correlation C is a probability distribution that
can be written

C(s|r) =
∑

γ

V (γ)L1(s1|r1, γ)L2(s2|r2, γ) · · ·Ln(sn|rn, γ), (9)

where V (γ) is a probability distribution over the shared random variable γ.

In local correlations, any correlation between the players is solely due to γ; conditioned on its
value, the advice a player receives from the mediator Li(si|ri, γ) is uncorrelated from that of
the other players. Equilibria obtained using local correlations correspond to those intuitively
obtainable using “classical” resources and we denote by Corr(G) the corresponding set of
induced equilibrium correlations.

A more general family of correlations that has been considered in this context is that of
belief invariant, or non-signalling, correlations [14]. With these correlations, the action of
the mediator may depend on the inputs of all parties, but in such a way that the knowledge
of (si, ri) does not give information about the other inputs rj . This can be interpreted as a
privacy guarantee which can be valuable in conflicting interest games.

To state these correlations, let us denote, for a subset I ⊂ [n] := {1, . . . , n}, RI = ×i∈IRi

(and likewise for SI).

▶ Definition 14 (Belief invariant (non-signalling) correlations [14]). A correlation C is belief
invariant or non-signalling if, for any set of players I ∈ [n], with J = [n] \ I we have

∀sI ∈ SI , ∀rI ∈ RI , ∀rJ , r
′
J ∈ RJ

∑
sJ ∈SJ

C(sIsJ |rIrJ) =
∑

sJ ∈SJ

C(sIsJ |rIr
′
J). (10)
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We denote the corresponding set of induced equilibrium correlations B.I.(G).
Finally, the case where players are allowed unlimited communication corresponds to

the situation where C(s|r) may be an arbitrary probability distribution. We denote the
corresponding induced equilibrium correlations Comm(G).

The inclusion structure of these families of correlations leads to a corresponding structure
on the induced equilibrium correlations, namely [3, 17]:

Nash(G) ⊂ Corr(G) ⊂ B.I.(G) ⊂ Comm(G). (11)

When a family of correlations C is closed under pre- and post-processing, the set of
induced equilibrium correlations is generated by its canonical C-Nash equilibria. This
characterisation is applicable to belief-invariant and communication correlations, but not for
local correlations [3].

3 Quantum strategies

The settings discussed above are classical insofar as the players have only classical capabilities:
they interact with their advice classically and can essentially only choose to follow it, or
ignore it and play some other strategy.

Quantum mechanics, however, allows for another natural possibility: for the players to
receive intrinsically quantum advice. This type of advice has been previously studied [16, 20]
and here we follow the same presentation as in [3]. In this setting, the players follow a
fundamentally quantum strategy. They each have part of a multipartite quantum state as
advice (e.g., provided by an external mediator or by the players interacting before playing
the game), and can then perform measurements on the shared quantum system to correlate
their actions.

▶ Definition 15 (Quantum strategy). A quantum strategy for a player i is a set of positive-
operator-valued measures (POVMs), M(i) = {M (i)

ti
}ti∈Ti , where each POVM M

(i)
ti

=
{M (i)

ai|ti
}ai∈Ai

satisfies, for all ti,
∑

ai
M

(i)
ai|ti

= 1 and, for all ai, ti, M (i)
ai|ti

≥ 0.

A quantum solution is thus formed by the POVMs of each player and the shared quantum
state representing the advice.

▶ Definition 16 (Quantum solution). A quantum solution (M, ρ) consists of a quantum state
ρ ∈ S(H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn) and a set of POVMs M = (M(1), . . . ,M(n)) for every player. Each
player has access to their part of ρ in the corresponding Hilbert space Hi. A quantum solution
induces a probability distribution P via the Born rule:

P (a|t) = tr
[
ρ
(
M

(1)
a1|t1

⊗ · · · ⊗M
(n)
an|tn

)]
. (12)

Crucially, compared to the classical solutions with correlated advice discussed previously,
the notion of an equilibrium must be adjusted to take into account the quantum nature
of the strategies and corresponding greater freedom of players. In this setting, a quantum
solution is a quantum equilibrium if no player can improve their payoff by changing their
(local) choice of quantum strategy, i.e., by choosing different POVMs.

▶ Definition 17 (Quantum equilibrium). A quantum solution (M, ρ), is a quantum equilibrium
if for every player i, for any type ti and any POVM N (i) = {N (i)

ai }ai∈Ai
:
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∑
t−i,a

ui(a, t) tr
[
ρ (M (1)

a1|t1
⊗ · · · ⊗M

(n)
an|tn

)
]
Π(t) (13)

≥
∑
t−i,a

ui(a, t) tr
[
ρ (M (1)

a1|t1
⊗ · · · ⊗M

(i−1)
ai−1|ti−1

⊗N (i)
ai

⊗M
(i+1)
ai+1|ti+1

⊗ · · · ⊗M
(n)
an|tn

)
]
Π(t).

For a game G, we denote by Q(G) the set of correlations induced by quantum equilibria.
This set was previously studied in [3], where it was compared to the types of classical advice
presented in Section 2.3.1

Note that because no constraint is placed on the dimension of Hilbert spaces for strategies
in defining Q(G), it will generally be sufficient to consider only “pure” solutions, composed
of pure states and projective measurements, but we will not make use of this assumption
here. Also, in contrast to the case of correlated advice, there is no clear notion of a canonical
quantum solution.

Let us finally note that, as also pointed out in [3], one can verify that a solution is a
quantum equilibrium using semidefinite programming. Indeed, we can maximise the average
payoff of an individual player while keeping the strategies of the others, as well as the state ρ,
fixed. If their mean payoff is already maximised by their current POVM {M (i)

ai|ti
}ai

for each
input ti, it means that they have no incentive to unilaterally change their strategy. This can
be verified for each of the n players separately.

4 Quantum correlations

In the type of quantum solutions introduced above, players share a potentially entangled
quantum state and perform their own measurements. This supposes that they each have
access to some local quantum device. However, because of the complexity of such devices, it
is also interesting to consider the case where they access classically to multipartite quantum
correlations either via a trusted mediator (who prepares and measures a multipartite quantum
state), or via black-box measuring devices that are provided to them by the mediator. In
either case, in this setting the players do not need any direct quantum capabilities.

This setting of classical access to quantum resources is extensively studied in device-
independent approaches to quantum information [1, 9], and many quantum advantages or
protocols can be adapted for it, such as the ability to perform blind quantum computation [8],
where a player delegates their quantum computations to a server in a way that keeps its
input, output and computation private.

Here we study how such resources are useful in non-cooperative games, and in particular
in comparison to the fully-quantum strategies presented in the previous section.

The set of correlations we are interested in is thus that of n-partite quantum correlations,
which can be obtained by performing individual measurements on each part of an n-partite
quantum state.

▶ Definition 18 (Quantum correlations). A quantum correlation is a probability distribution
C(s|r) that can be written in the form

C(s|r) = tr
[
ρ (M (1)

s1|r1
⊗ · · · ⊗M

(n)
sn|rn

)
]

(14)

1 Note, however, that Auletta et al. [3] denoted it Quantum(G).
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for some quantum state ρ ∈ S(H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn) and POVMs M(i) = {M (i)
ri }ri∈Ri

with
M

(i)
ri = {M (i)

si|ri
}si∈Si in some Hilbert spaces Hi.

We write CQ the family of quantum correlations and Qcorr(G) the set of induced equilib-
rium correlations defined as in Eq. (7).

▶ Proposition 19. For any game G we have Qcorr(G) ⊆ CQ, furthermore, for any probability
distribution P ∈ Qcorr(G), the canonical solution (idT , idA, P ) is a CQ-Nash equilibrium.

Proof. Let P ∈ Qcorr(G) be an induced equilibrium correlation. Then, by definition, there
exists a CQ-Nash equilibrium (f, g, π, C) inducing P . Because C ∈ CQ, there exist (ρ,M)
such that for all (s, r) ∈ S ×R:

C(s|r) = tr
[
ρ (M (1)

s1|r1
⊗ · · · ⊗M

(n)
sN |rN

)
]
. (15)

Consider then the new POVMs

M̃
(i)
ai|ti

=
∑

λ

M
(i)
si|fi(ti,λi)π(λ) δg(t,s,λ),a. (16)

Then the induced distribution P as defined in Eq. (2) can be written

P (a|t) = tr
[
ρ (M̃ (1)

a1|t1
⊗ · · · ⊗ M̃

(n)
an|tn

)
]
, (17)

and thus P ∈ CQ. Finally, because (f, g, π, C) is a Nash equilibrium, it follows that
(idT , idA, P ) is a CQ-Nash equilibrium. ◀

Because quantum mechanics obeys relativistic causality, it is well known that n-partite
quantum correlations are non-signalling, and thus QCorr(G) ⊂ B.I.(G). Since local correl-
ations can be obtained from quantum correlations, we also have that Corr(G) ⊂ Qcorr(G).
Finally, Proposition 19 allows us to restrict the study of CQ-Nash equilibria to that of
canonical CQ-Nash equilibria, and to consider the simplified definition of Nash equilibrium
for pure solutions as in Proposition 9.

5 Comparing different quantum resources in non-cooperative games

We have introduced two quantum settings, one where each player has their own quantum
device and shares an entangled quantum state, and another where players receive a quantum
correlation as advice, either by delegating their quantum devices to a mediator or by being
afforded black-box access to quantum devices. In the former setting, the players have
quantum resources, while in the latter they can be considered to be fully classical, with only
indirect access to quantum devices. For a game G, the Nash equilibria accessible in each
setting are fully characterised by the induced equilibrium correlations Q(G) and Qcorr(G),
respectively. They are both subsets of the quantum correlations CQ. Therefore, a natural
way of comparing the two quantum settings is to compare Q(G) and Qcorr(G).

Naively, one may expect fully quantum players to be able to achieve more equilibria
than players with only classical access to quantum devices. However, the reality is actually
precisely the opposite: the notion of a quantum equilibrium is more restrictive, since the type
of deviations they can make (here, choosing an alternative local POVM), is more general,
making it more difficult to obtain an equilibrium. Formally, we have the following result.

▶ Theorem 20. For any game G, Q(G) ⊆ Qcorr(G).
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Question
t1t2t3

Winning conditions

100 a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 = 0
010 a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 = 0
001 a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 = 0
111 a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 = 1

Table 3 Winning conditions for the NC(C3) games.

Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Let C ∈ Q(G) be a correlation obtained by an
equilibrium strategy (ρ,M), and suppose that C /∈ Qcorr(G). Then C ∈ CQ and by
assumption, the canonical solution (idT , idA, C) is not a CQ-Nash equilibrium, so there exists
a player i who can increase their payoff by unilaterally deviating from their local strategy.
However, this deviation can easily be expressed as a change in the POVMs in the quantum
equilibrium solution, as in Proposition 19. Therefore, player i in the quantum solution could
also increase their payoff by unilaterally modifying their POVMs, which contradicts the fact
that (ρ,M) is an equilibrium. ◀

To show that this inclusion is strict, one would need to exhibit a game G and a correlation
C ∈ Qcorr(G) that is not in Q(G), meaning that no quantum equilibrium solution would
induce the correlation C. Proving that a given correlation cannot be obtained by any such
solution is, unfortunately difficult, as one must consider all possible quantum solutions, in
any dimension, that reproduce C. While we were unable to find such a general argument,
we will see below that we were able to find correlations C ∈ Qcorr(G) for which the natural
quantum solution is not a quantum equilibrium, suggesting the inclusion may indeed be
strict.

5.1 A family of three-player games: NC(C3)
To find such an example, we introduce a family of three-player games for which the questions
and winning conditions are summarised in Table 3. Like the games specified in Tables 1
and 2, these games are a form of multipartite binary graph game [2], and are based on the
C3 graph. We assume a uniform distribution Π over the questions and the payoff function is
defined as in Equation (1) from the corresponding winning set W. The NC(C3) family is
parametrised by the two values v0, v1 determining the precise payoff function, and each new
pair (v0, v1) specifies a particular game within this family.

A striking feature of these games is that they have a pseudo-telepathic solution allowing
the players to win all the time (i.e., with probability 1), while this is impossible when they
only have access to classical solutions and local correlations (or shared random variables)
as advice [7]. The pseudo-telepathic solution involves the players sharing a C3 graph
state CZ(1,2)CZ(2,3)CZ(3,1) |+⟩⊗3 (i.e., a GHZ state [11]) and measuring either in the
computational {|0⟩ , |1⟩} basis or the {|+⟩ , |−⟩} basis depending on whether their type is 0
or 1, respectively. Writing P the induce correlation of this quantum solution, then, for any
value of (v0, v1), the solution (idT , idA, P ) is a CQ-Nash equilibrium and P ∈ Qcorr(G) [12].
Similarly, one can readily check using semidefinite programming (as described in Sec. 3) that
this solution gives a quantum equilibrium and hence P ∈ Q(G) as well. The social welfare of
this solutions is v0+v1

2 [12].
However, by modifying slightly the pseudo-telepathic solution, we can find solutions

that still are CQ-Nash equilibria but which are themselves no longer quantum equilibria.
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To this end, let us take an angle θ which will parameterise the “deviated” state and
measurements and define |ψθ⟩ = cos

(
θ
2
)

|0⟩ + sin
(

θ
2
)

|1⟩. The players now share the quantum
state

∣∣Ψdev(θ)
〉

= CZ(1,2)CZ(2,3)CZ(3,1) |ψθ⟩⊗3 and each perform measurements of the
POVMs M(i)

dev(θ) = {{M (i)
ai|ti

}ai
}ti

with elements

M
(i)
ai|ti=0 = |ai⟩⟨ai| , M

(i)
0|ti=1 = |ψθ⟩⟨ψθ| , M

(i)
1|ti=1 =

∣∣ψ⊥
θ

〉〈
ψ⊥

θ

∣∣ , (18)

where
∣∣ψ⊥

θ

〉
is orthogonal to |ψθ⟩. We write Cdev(θ) the correlation induced by this strategy.

Because Cdev(θ) ∈ CQ, we know from Proposition 19 that Cdev(θ) ∈ Ccorr(G) if and only
if (idT , idA, Cdev(θ)) is a CQ-Nash equilibrium. Which can be verified using the canonical
Nash equilibrium conditions of Proposition 9.

Furthermore, as the correlation and the game are symmetric: for any pair (ai, ti) ∈ {0, 1}2

of advice and type, every player i has the same probability pai,ti

win (θ) of winning the game.
Here the advice is denoted by ai, as in canonical solutions the advice and the answer are
identical. We then obtain the following condition for this the solution (idT , idA, Cdev(θ)) to
be a CQ-Nash equilibrium:

▶ Proposition 21. Let G ∈ NC(C3) be a game whose payoff function is defined by (v0, v1).
Then, the solution (idT , idA, Cdev(θ)) is a CQ-Nash equilibrium if and only if for all (ai, ti) ∈
{0, 1}2

1 − pai,ti

win (θ)
pai,ti

win (θ)
≤ vai

v1−ai

. (19)

Proof. The payoff of a player receiving the pair of advice and type (ai, ti) ∈ {0, 1}2 is
vai
pai,ti

win (θ) when they follow the advice (i.e., output ai), and (1 − pai,ti

win (θ))v1−ai
when they

alter their behaviour and instead output 1 − ai. Therefore, the solution is an equilibrium if
and only if for all (ai, ti) ∈ {0, 1}2

(1 − pai,ti

win (θ))v1−ai ≤ vaip
ai,ti

win (θ). (20)

The claim follows immediately from this equation. ◀

For given values of v0, v1, θ, one can check the conditions of Proposition 21 and, using
SDPs, whether the corresponding quantum solution is a quantum equilibrium. For example,
for v0 = 1/2, v1 = 3/2 and θ = 1.7, the deviated solution is a CQ-Nash equilibrium (i.e.,
Cdev(θ) ∈ Qcorr(G)) but the quantum solution (

∣∣Ψdev(θ)
〉〈

Ψdev(θ)
∣∣ ,Mdev(θ)) is not a quantum

equilibrium. Furthermore, we can note that the social welfare of the solution is 1.0107 which
is above that of the pseudo-telepathic solution (of v0+v1

2 = 1).
As we already discussed, this does not necessarily imply that Cdev(θ) /∈ Q(G); to show

this one would also need to show that no other quantum equilibrium strategy induces Cdev(θ).

6 Optimal social welfare in the two quantum settings

Another way of comparing the two different quantum settings is to study whether equilibria
in Qcorr(G) can provide better equilibria than those in Q(G). Indeed, even if Qcorr(G) and
Q(G) differ, the quality of attainable equilibria—in terms of social welfare—might not. More
generally, the social welfare is a more relevant measure of how useful different resources are
in non-cooperative games. By studying it in these two quantum settings, we gain better
insight into the power of quantum resources depending on what kind of access is provided

—direct quantum access, or indirect classical access.
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In this section we study the problem of optimising the social welfare over CQ-Nash
equilibria and quantum equilibria solutions, said otherwise, to optimise the social welfare
over equilibrium correlations in Qcorr(G) and Q(G), respectively. More formally, we wish to
solve the optimisation problem

max
P

SWG(P ) = 1
n

∑
a,t

∑
i

ui(a, t)P (a|t)Π(t), (21)

where the maximisation is either over P ∈ Qcorr(G) or Q(G), respectively.
One can check directly whether a given distribution P is in Qcorr(G) by verifying the

(finite) set of linear constraints defined by the Nash equilibrium condition of Proposition 9.
However, there is no simple characterisation of the set CQ of quantum correlations, let alone
of Qcorr(G), making solving exactly this optimisation problem difficult in this case. Instead,
here we make use of the NPA hierarchy [19] which provides a convergent set of necessary
conditions, each which can be expressed as a semidefinite program, leading to increasingly
better approximations of the set of quantum correlations.

By optimising over distributions P compatible with a given “level” of the NPA hierarchy
and additionally imposing the linear constraints for P to be a Nash equilibrium, we can
obtain increasingly better upper bounds on the social welfare of correlations in Qcorr(G)
using semidefinite programming.

For the second setting, determining whether a quantum solution (ρ,M) is an equilibrium—
and thus whether the induced distribution P ∈ Q(G)—is itself an SDP, as discussed earlier.
The full optimisation problem of Eq. (21) nonetheless remains highly nonlinear, and moreover
one can no longer simply impose the equilibrium conditions at the level of the correlations
on the NPA hierarchy. Finding nontrivial upper bounds on the social welfare of correlations
in Q(G) is thus a complicated problem, and remains one of the main barriers to proving a
separation between the two settings.

Instead, we can study the tightness of the upper bounds we obtain for Qcorr(G) and
the potential separation between the settings by optimising explicit quantum strategies. In
particular, we can use a see-saw iterative optimisation approach [23], alternating between
optimising the social welfare over the state ρ and the measurements of different individual
parties. More precisely, we can rewrite Eq. (21) as an optimisation over the solutions as

max
M(1)

· · · max
M(n)

max
ρ

SWG(P ) = 1
n

∑
a,t

∑
i

ui(a, t) tr
[
ρ (M (1)

a1|t1
⊗ · · · ⊗M

(n)
an|tn

)
]
Π(t). (22)

Starting from different, randomly chosen solutions (for a given dimension for each Hilbert
space Hi), we iteratively solve one maximisation problem at a time while keeping the other
parts of the solution fixed. Each iteration is itself an SDP, and while the procedure is
not guaranteed to converge, in practice, by iterating sufficiently many times, such see-saw
algorithms perform well. Note that while the algorithm optimises the social welfare over
solutions whose induced probability distribution is in CQ, it does not guarantee that these
solutions are equilibria in either Q(G) or Qcorr(G).

To ensure that an equilibrium condition is verified, this initial see-saw optimisation can
be complemented by further rounds of iterative optimisation in which equilibrium constraints
are imposed. For Qcorr(G), one can add directly the additional condition that no player can
increase their payoff by applying a deterministic function to their output. For Q(G), such
constraints, however, are themselves expressed as SDPs, and thus cannot be added to each
round of optimisation. Instead, one can modify the objective function so that each player
optimises their own payoff. While this may lower the overall social welfare, it seeks to bring
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the solution towards a quantum equilibrium, and in practice we find the algorithm generally
converges to such an equilibrium solution.

This approach is evidently not guaranteed to find a global maximum of the social welfare,
but it provides lower bounds on the social welfare of correlations in Q(G) and Qcorr(G). By
repeating it on a large number of randomly chosen initial points, we can gain significant
insight into the attainable social welfare in the two different settings.

6.1 Numerical results for three families of quantum games

We apply these methods to three families of games: NC(C3) as defined in Table 3, as well as
NC00(C5) and NC01(C5) whose questions and winning conditions are summarised in Tables 1
and 2. As elsewhere, we assume the priors Π are uniform, and the payoff functions are
defined as in Eq. (1), thus paramaterising the families by v0 and v1. Since the overall scale
of the social welfare is unimportant and determined by v0 + v1, there is effectively one free
parameter of interest, v0/(v0 + v1), and in practice we fix v0 + v1 = 2.

The lower bounds obtained via the see-saw approach are obtained by running the algorithm
five times with five different, randomly chosen, initial solutions (ρ,M), where we took ρ to
be an n-qubit state, and keeping the highest social welfare amongst the results. In most
cases, the best solution we obtained is equivalent to that found by taking, as an initial seed,
measurements such that each player measures in the computational basis when receiving the
type ti = 0 and in the Hadamard basis when ti = 1.

The results obtained from the two approaches (upper bounds from the NPA hierarchy2

and see-saw lower bounds) for each family of games are shown in Figure 1 as a function of
v0/(v0 + v1). For reference, we also show the best social welfare attainable by “classical”
equilibria, i.e., those obtainable with local correlations as advice and thus inducing equilibrium
correlations in Corr(G), as well as the social welfare of the pseudo-telepathic solutions on
the range of parameters for which they remain quantum equilibria.3

Firstly, note that the social welfare of a given classical equilibrium solution is a linear
function of v0. The changes of slope in the social welfare of optimal classical strategies
correspond to a particular strategy no longer being an equilibrium for certain values of
v0/(v0 + v1). For example, for the family NC(C3) the best classical equilibrium in the range
[0, 0.5] is (id, id, 1) (and its symmetric equivalents), with 1 representing the strategy where a
player always answers 1. However, this solution is no longer an equilibrium when the ratio
v0/(v0 + v1) goes above 0.5, and the optimal equilibrium is then (0, 0, 0), where 0 represents
the strategy of always answering 0.

The first interesting feature we observe is that when the games are biased, i.e., when
v0 ̸= v1, the see-saw approach allows us to find explicit equilibria in both Qcorr(G) and Q(G)
that have better social welfare than that of the pseudo-telepathic ones, showing that players
can obtain a higher payoff if they accept losing the game sometimes.

In general, we can discern different behaviours for the upper and lower bounds, which we
can separate into three regimes. In the extremes, when the ratio v0/(v0 + v1) is big enough,
the best social welfare is reached by a classical equilibrium and is tight with the NPA upper

2 We used a natural generalisation of the “1 + AB” intermediate level of the hierarchy to consider all
monomials of order 1 and all products of zero or one measurement operator from each party [19]. E.g.,
for n = 3 one might call this level “1 + AB + AC + BC + ABC”.

3 For these families of games, the pseudo-telepathic solutions can readily be checked to be quantum
equilibria for the same range of parameters as they lead to quantum correlated equilibria.
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Figure 1 Numerically obtained upper and lower bounds on the social welfare attainable with
quantum resources, as well as the social welfare of the best classical equilibria and of pseudo-telepathic
solutions. The plots are truncated to the regions where the classical equilibria are not optimal.

bound, meaning that access to a quantum device of any kind cannot be used to improve the
social welfare of the players.

A second regime is observed in the region around v0/(v0 + v1) = 1/2. While at v0/(v0 +
v1) = 1/2 the pseudo-telepathic solution is optimal (and better than classical ones), as
one moves away from this point, the see-saw approach provided equilibrium correlations in
Qcorr(G) that coincide with the upper bound from the NPA hierarchy, and with a social
welfare better than that of the pseudo-telepathic solution. We thus found, in this region,
the best possible quantum correlated equilibrium solutions in terms of social welfare. These
solutions are not, however, quantum equilibria, and the optimal solutions found by the
see-saw approach for Q(G) were slightly lower, with a gap to those for Qcorr(G) increasing
the further one goes from v0/(v0 + v1) = 1/2. The maximal gaps we found for each game are
0.023 for G = NC(C3) at v0/(v0 + v1) = 0.13, 0.0021 for G = NC(C5) at 0.335, and 0.008 for
G = NC01(C5) at 0.305. These gaps support the idea that the two settings are not equivalent
for the players, although confirming this – e.g., by providing tighter upper bounds on Q(G) –
remains an open problem.

The last regime appears when the ratio v0/(v0 + v1) is small. Then, the best solutions
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obtained with the see-saw approach collapse to the classical ones and a large gap is found
between the social welfare of these explicit solutions and the upper bound from the NPA
hierarchy. This raises the question of whether the classical solutions are optimal in this
regime, and whether we might tighten the upper bound by increasing the level of the NPA
hierarchy used to obtain the upper bounds.

7 Conclusions and perspectives

It was previously shown that for a specific type of non-cooperative multipartite game,
pseudo-telepathic quantum solutions can increase the social welfare of players beyond what is
obtainable with classical strategies [12]. Here, we showed that the social welfare can be further
improved in games with unbalanced (i.e., biased) payoffs if we relax the pseudo-telepathic
condition, meaning that the players can win more if they accept losing in some rounds of the
game.

To understand further the utility of quantum resources in such games, we also introduced
a new class of correlated advice based on quantum correlations. This allowed us to compare
quantum resources in two settings: one in which they have direct access to quantum devices
and can freely choose what measurement to perform, and another in which the players delegate
their quantum measurement and have essentially only classical access to quantum resources.
These two settings induce, for a game G, two sets of equilibrium correlations Qcorr(G) and
Q(G) respectively, which fully characterise what equilibrium correlations (and thus also social
welfare) are attainable. We showed that Q(G) ⊆ Qcorr(G) and thus can extend the known
inclusion structure to: Nash(G) ⊂ Corr(G) ⊂ Q(G) ⊆ Qcorr(G) ⊂ B.I.(G) ⊂ Comm(G).

We studied more closely the relation between these two types of quantum resources,
showing that there exist quantum solutions that are not quantum equilibria but which induce
a correlation C in Qcorr(G).

By applying two optimisation techniques based on SDPs to three families of non-
cooperative games we found, for a range of ratios v0/(v0 + v1), explicit quantum correlated
equilibria inducing correlations in Qcorr(G) with provably optimal social welfare, and which
outperform the best quantum equilibria (inducing correlations in Q(G)) found with these
techniques. This gap suggests that the two settings are indeed inequivalent for the players,
in the sense that they can achieve better social welfare when they do not have the freedom
that comes with each controlling fully their own quantum device. Thus, perhaps counterintu-
itively, restricted “classical” access to quantum resources is actually a stronger resource for
non-cooperative games than full quantum access.

Still, further research is needed to fully differentiate the two settings. To rigorously show
that the inclusion Q(G) ⊆ Qcorr(G) is indeed strict, one must find a correlation in Qcorr(G)
that provably cannot be induced by a quantum equilibrium. One possible approach would
be to explore ways to generalise the NPA hierarchy to place upper bounds on correlations in
Q(G) directly.

Finally, a natural extension of this work is to consider a third intermediate setting where
some players have their own quantum devices, while others have only classical access to some
quantum resources. This setting may be particularly relevant for applications in quantum
cryptography, where an adversary may have different capabilities than the trusted parties.
In the scenario we considered, we found that even though players with quantum devices have
more freedom and more strategies, their equilibria are generally worse than classical players
with quantum correlated advice. However, in intermediate settings, it may be the case that
owning a quantum device is an advantage.
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